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Abstract

In 2012 the Milan-based activists group Macao drew the public attention to the need of a radical change in

the urban policies in relation to the reuse of the substantial patrimony of abandoned places in the city. By

squatting an iconic skyscraper first and then calling for public assemblies in several public spaces such as

squares, streets and metro stations, the movement grew massively and gathered a large number of new

members and supporters in few weeks. Macao eventually occupied the former slaughterhouse exchange

building of the city, in the socially problematic neighbourhood Molise-Calvairate, on the eastern edge of

Milan city centre.

The neighbourhood is characterised by a deeply problematic social condition, with main issues concerning

social integration of immigrants and religious minorities and insufficient provision of affordable housing.

Over  the last  five  years,  Macao has  been shaping its  current  community  form and  governance model

through localised practices of urban commoning, and it represents nowadays a major ‘right to the city’

movement  in  Milan,  standing  in  contrast  to  neo-liberal  political  attitudes  and  acting  as  symbol  of

community empowerment and local  resistance.  In fact,  Macao’s agency is  characterised by unique and

original features, which are not taken into account by conventional institutional urban practices or policies.

However, the role of Macao as mediator and incubator of practices of cultural peer production within the

local neighbourhood and at the city scale still needs further investigation. Thus, we primarily questioned

whether  Macao governance  model  might  be  adequate  to  activate  and  support  forms  of  cultural  peer

production.  The multi-facet methodological  approach (Mason,  2011) allowed us to  examine a range of

multi-dimensional and contingent aspects relationally implicated to the main question. For this reason, we

inquired whether the peer practices put forward by Macao’s activists referred to the local or trans-local

scale  and  what  was  the  degree  of  interaction  with  the  local  community  of  Molise/Calvairate

neighbourhood.

During two fieldwork periods (February 2016 and April  2017) data have been collected through mixed-

methods, including visual mapping, semi structured interviews with Macao’s activists and representatives of

the neighbourhood tenants’  committee and a multi-activity participatory session with volunteers of the

local community.



Introduction: Macao from trans-local actions to site specific commoning   

In July 2011 the insurgent cultural movement called The Art Workers (henceforth LdA, ‘Lavoratori dell’Arte’)

officially began and laid the foundation of what would eventually be called Macao, the New Centre for Art,

Culture and Research, in Milan. On 5 May 2012, hundreds of people occupied the Galfa Tower, an iconic

skyscraper  in  the  heart  of  the  city,  privately  owned  and  abandoned  since  1996.  During  ten  days  of

occupation, the space hosted free events such as concerts, theatre pieces, workshops and training courses.

The occupation of the Galfa Tower represented the very first public expression of the diverse underground

social movements animating the cultural life of the city.

It  is  interesting to notice that,  although the LdA’s  manifesto (2012) originally  focused on topics closely

concerned  to  the  creative  sector  (such  as:  art  space  availability  and  financial  accessibility,  new

communication channels and forms of expression, etc.),  Macao rapidly turning into a form of collective

urban mobilization, attracting new participants and sympathizers from the city and beyond in a limited

period of  time (D’Ovidio  and Cossu,  2016).  According to Valli,  the process of  identity  formation of  the

collective has occurred precisely through the implementation of creative and artistic activities: ‘The process

of forming a political subject passes through arts and creative expressions to impact and reconfigure the

sensible domain’ (2015: 643). In fact, thousands attended the public events organized by the collective in

the Galfa Tower and even more joined Macao after the eviction, when events and the public assembly were

hold in the square at the entrance to the tower, renamed 'Piazza Macao'. Day after day, a growing number

of supporters and new members joined the movement.

As  Braga  clarified,  one  of  the  purposes  for  occupying  such  a  well-known  building  was  to  attract  the

attention of the media (2017), so that when Macao moved from the square to occupy its second target,

Palazzo Citterio, a valuable 18th-century palace in the Brera arts neighbourhood, it had grown massively

and the activities have been widely reported in real time by local and national media.

The occupation of Palazzo Citterio drew the public’s attention on the forty-year project of restoration and

reuse, which aimed at turning empty and decaying aristocratic estate into a key space of the broader ‘Great

Brera’ vision. The reuse started in the ‘70s but was never completed, due to the lack of funding and the

ineffectiveness of the public administration’s decision making process (Bassetti, 2012). The attempted re-

appropriation by the Macao movement brought the Palazzo Citterio situation into the spotlight. On 22nd

May 2012,  only  three  days  after  the occupation,  Macao activists,  along  with  several  supporters,  were

violently evicted from the building.

From that moment, a month of even more nomadic actions followed, during which the activities and the

debate went on incessantly. Although it wasn’t possible to localise Macao’s place, the collective and their

supporters met all around the city, calling for thematic focus groups and open assemblies through their

Facebook page. These took place in subway and bus stations or other public spaces in the city, with the

meeting points announced online with just a few hours’ notice. In those days, the hashtag #whereismacao



went viral, quickly becoming the most popular one in the Milanese area. This contributed to grow Macao’s

popularity and allowed the activists to continue the public discussion started in the Galfa Tower, defining

the boundaries of their political and cultural manifesto and even fostering the reflection on the collective’s

structural model.

During this nomadic phase, Macao agreed to occupy what would eventually become its stable location until

today: the former Slaughterhouse Exchange Building (henceforth SEB). This valuable Art Nouveau building

lies within the former communal market area of Milan, which today is one of the largest abandoned area in

Europe (Mazzitelli, 2016). The SEB, abandoned for over thirty years as the result of the slow decline of the

public market area, stands as symbol of the ineffective urban policy for the reuse of abandoned sites. It is

worth noticing that this area is located in Molise-Calvairate neighbourhood, on the eastern boundary of

Milan city centre. The neighbourhood is characterised by a deeply problematic social condition, with main

issues  concerning  social  integration of  immigrants  and religious  minorities  and insufficient  provision of

affordable housing.

Since the end of June 2012, after an intensive (and still ongoing) work to turn the building into a liveable

space, Macao has gradually started the development a complex cultural project of everyday activities. The

space currently hosts a lively cross-sector programme of visual and performing arts, experimental theatre

and  cinema,  photography,  literature,  new  media,  and  meetings  of  citizens  committees  as  well  as  in-

residency programmes for students of arts and the social sciences.

Macao currently  sits  at  the negotiation table along with representatives of  Milan City  Council  and the

subsidiary that owns the area, which are willing to sell the building for-profit on the real estate market. As a

reaction to the consequent threat of eviction, in April 2017 the collective started setting up an association

(which today consists of nearly 2,000 subscriptions) to collectively buy the space, reclaiming its value as a

common good.

The different  phases  through which Macao activists  shaped their  own agenda and governance seem

indicative of their intent and capability to operate trans-locally. Arisen as movement demanding better

condition for the creative sector, it quickly turned into a form of collective urban mobilization through the

provocative walk across some key places in Milan that were once considered places of vitality and sociality.

These now stand empty and abandoned, for multiple reasons, representing the greatest potential today for

setting up new models of co-production in the urban area.

The initial nomadic phase has been purposeful to reach a critical mass, ensure media coverage and shone a

light on the need for radical change in urban policies to enable bottom-up strategies for the re-use of the

massive patrimony of abandoned sites in Milan. However, the analysis of the stationary phase and current

use of the SEB, from spatial and organizational perspectives, suggests that being locally settled allows the

set-up of commoning practices and the development of a better-defined governance model.



Methodology

The  paper  introduces  the  case  study  of  Macao as  an  urban  common (Ostrom,  1990)  able  to  activate

bottom-up  practices  (Delsante  and  Bertolino  2017)  and  nurture  forms  of  cultural  peer  production  at

different  levels.  A  key  challenge  in  conducting  this  research  was  the  need  to  develop  an  innovative

methodology, able to involve different lines of enquiry and different perspectives through which investigate

Macao’s scales of operation, spatiality and governance. To do so, we borrowed the ‘facet methodology’

approach  suggested  by  Mason  where  the  research  problematics  ‘are  seen  as  constructed  through

combinations and constellations of facets as we might see in a cut gemstone’ (2011: 75), with the gemstone

being the overall research question.

Thus, we primarily questioned what type of governance model might be adequate to activate and support

forms of cultural peer production in Macao. The approach that we adopted allowed to examine a variety of

multi-dimensional and contingent aspects tangled and relationally implicated to the main question. For this

reason, we inquired whether the peer practices put forward by Macao’s activists referred to the local or

trans-local scale and what was the degree of interaction with the local community of Molise/Calvairate

neighbourhood.

Each facet implied the use of specific qualitative methods for generating data. In particular, this paper draws

on data from gathered during two main fieldwork periods in February 2016 and April 2017. The first session

mainly aimed at  understanding Macao in its  complexity and diversity.  To do so, we conducted a visual

mapping of the spatial practices in the former SEB, we led a round of non-structured interviews with Macao

activists,  we took  part  in  the open assemblies  to  achieve an initial  understanding of  their  governance

model.  We finally  gathered open data in relation to the cultural activities hosted in the space through

Macao Facebook page. During the latter fieldwork, we finalised our data collection about Macao through

semi-structured interviews with the activists  (with a focus on governance and networks) and we led a

participatory  session  with  representative  of  Molise  Calvairate  local  community.  On  that  occasion,  the

methods  aimed  at  gathering  data  concerning  the  interaction  residents/activists.  To  this  extent,  we

conducted  semi-structured  interviews,  circulated  questionnaire  and  asked  the  participants  to  draw  a

cognitive mapping of their neighbourhood.

According to Mason, thinking in terms of facets relates not only to the development of mixed methods, but

also to the analysis of data, the processes of writing and argumentation. For this reason, the paper will not

follow a time-based narrative; we rather structured the paper horizontally, introducing data and arguments

related  to  the  diverse  research  problematics.  The  extent  to  which  they  interfere  is  discussed  in  the

conclusion.



Consumption and peer production of culture in space

In this section, we will explore the site-specific practices that are supported by Macao as a common. Our

main purpose in this section is to map the SEB’s spaces through the lens of Pratt’s dichotomy consumption-

production (2009), drawing on the qualitative data collected on February 2016 with regards to the use of

space and the forms of spatialized production of culture (Pratt, 2004).

Valli suggests that in the last phase Macao moved towards a more stable institutional model (2015), with

the main purpose to set-up a heterogeneous cultural agenda within a specific space, standing as a radical

alternative to the capitalist model of the creative city. Macao indeed fulfils three main functions: ‘it stages

different kinds of artists; it is a crucial node in the artistic international network; and it offers a high-quality,

avant-garde culture that otherwise would not be shown in Milan’ (D’Ovidio and Cossu, 2016: 6).

The complexity of the cultural agenda requires a highly diversified use of the spaces available, the set-up of

policies to regulate their use and maintenance and the development of tools for managing the pool of

resources.

The former SEB currently  houses  a  multitude of  activities  related to  the sphere  of  artistic  production,

ranging from visual and performing arts to music, cinema and theatre production. In particular, the large

central court on the ground floor is predominantly intended for the artists-public interaction, representing

the  main  place  of  consumption.  It  usually  hosts  major  events,  shows  and  concerts,  as  well  as  large

assemblies, conferences and exhibitions. Rarely, it is used for temporary handicrafts workshops. Cinema and

theatre for minor performances are also located on the two opposite sides of ground floor. The spaces more

closely designated to the practices of peer production are located in the basement and the upper floor.

Therefore  we could  define these as  spaces  for  artist-artist  interaction.  The access  to  these production

spaces and their use is open and free of charge; however, it is necessary to make a request through the

initiative ‘ComeIn’ and discuss collectively the activities that will  be taking place within the space. Each

proposal is voted during the public assembly and the peers using the space will have to agree on looking

after the cleaning, ensuring good maintenance of the space and releasing any cultural outputs produced

within Macao under the Creative Commons license.

The basement hosts ‘Officina’, the experimental laboratory for creative wood recycling, where working tools

and supplies are made available to the peers. It is a space for experience artists and woodworkers, however

free classes and workshops for beginners are regularly organized. Among the production spaces, the first

floor of the building hosts a theatre rehearsal studio, two recording studios for musicians and radio speakers

and the ‘Literary Cafè’ used for readers circles, poetry workshops and debates. The large spaces under the

roof, named ‘The Hangar 1/2’, host the production of massive scenography and exhibition devices; they’re

also used as guestrooms during in-residence programmes.



Lastly, a small ‘directional’ space is located near the entrance on the ground floor. This is not open to the

public  but  represents  the place where  the coordinator  members  of  the collective meet  and deal  with

administrative duties, social media communication and organisational issues.

Drawing on Pratt’s definition of cultural production and the assumption that the conditions under which the

creative ideas may be mobilized play a key role in the definition of the cultural object (Pratt, 2004), we can

affirm that spatial practices and policies in Macao adequately support forms of peer production in space. 

Urban transformation, cultural agencies and local community needs

The building occupied by Macao is facing the north-south road axe of Viale Molise and is part of a large area

known as the former municipal slaughterhouse of Milan. This complex was created at the beginning of the

20th century (between 1912 and 1929) as food supply district for the whole town. Placed in the outskirts of

what at the time was the town center, was strategically placed close to the railway yard of Porta Vittoria so

that railway tracks could easily switch to provide direct access into the market area (De Finetti et al. 2002). 

At a wider scale, the market area border on the Calvairate neighborhood: originally constituted as a village

established outside the historical town and its walls it was largely transformed (1929-1931) according to a

new masterplan accommodating extensive social housing complexes. Similar initiatives were realized in the

adjoining neighborhoods: one is ‘Molise’, built in between 1933 and 1938 and including 700 housing units;

another  one  is  named ‘Ponti’  (Pagano,  1942)  and  faces  the  post  second world  war  General  Markets’

extension. 

Fig.1  Macao  and  the  former  slaughterhouse  area,  adjoining  the  neighbourhoods  Calvairate,  Molise  and  Ponti.  Source:

https://geoportale.comune.milano.it/  [accessed May 2017]

Since the ’70s a number of  industrial  activities in town were displaced or dismissed so vast areas and

railway yards became us-used,  including the most part  of  the former slaughterhouse complex and the

https://geoportale.comune.milano.it/


adjacent railyard. Even if the city council adopted quite consistent deregulated planning policies over the

years (Oliva 2002), these areas did not go through urban regeneration or transformation, apart from some

high-end housing complexes facing on the railway yards. The list of grand projects not realized or completed

include the competition for the new European Culture Library, as well as the post-Expo 2015 citadel for

‘taste and health’. The squatting and re appropriation of the former slaughterhouse building spotted not

only  the  current  needs  of  the  creative  sector  and  its  workers,  but  also  the  incapacity  of  the  public

administration to deal with urban transformations following the traditional pathways provided by urban

planning and local governance. 

However, following the commoning actions delivered by Macao a period of discussion took place in town

since 2012,  involving several  stakeholders and agencies.  Positive outcomes of  this  process are the first

mapping of private and public vacant spaces in town, included altogether on the same plan (Temporiuso

2016, Comune di Milano 2014). Moreover the City Council approved a resolution so that to allow local

administrative districts (nine across the entire town) to temporarily assign the use of publicly owned vacant

spaces in town to cultural agencies (private or public) or to non-profit organizations (NPO).  Overcoming the

principle of profitability, the council agreed to provide NPOs spaces for free and up to three years, as far as

the activities are  creative or  culture-led and shared with  local  communities (Comune di  Milano 2012).

Following this political action, a number of bottom-up and sometimes temporary initiatives have been

implemented by various actors and stakeholders. Macao, Temporiuso, Fucine Vulcano and Associazione El

Modernista,  for  example,  are  among  them  and  developed  artistic  and  cultural  initiatives  in  different

buildings of the former slaughterhouse, even if based on different premises (as Macao is not adhering to

the official procedures put in place by the city council).

It is worth noting that nowadays the former slaughterhouse, the surrounding neighbourhoods and all of the

social housing units (Molise-Calvairate-Ponti) and are included in the same administrative district (called

‘Municipio 4’) that has political and administrative bodies that provide indications to the city council and

deals with local services and communities (e.g. citizens’ participation). 

Consequently, needs and local initiative are usually developed and discussed at this scale. Focusing on the

social housing estates, for example, since 2004 an important scheme named “Neighbourhood Contract” has

been approved and funded (one of four approved by the City Council and worth 240 million €), led by the

public  with other local  stakeholders.  A number of  not for profit organizations and volunteering groups

joined the scheme, and the ‘Laboratory for Molise Calvairate Neighbourhood’ act as official networking

agency and event organizer. In light of its role has been mapping on the web the presence of not for profit

organizations and social spaces in the neighbourhood, including for example Macao and Fucine Vulcano but

not others.



Figure  2.  Map  of  social  spaces  in  Molise  Calvairate  (2013)  by  the  ‘Laboratory  for  Molise  Calvairate  Neighbourhood’.  Source:

http://www.cdqmolisecalvairate.com/il-quartiere [accessed May 2017]

At the beginning of the project an extensive survey on social and housing conditions was delivered (Comune

di Milano, 2004: 68),  by collecting large number of questionnaires1.  The evidence gathered at  the time

reflects the very poor conditions of housing units (size, maintenance, technological) but also the needs

expressed by local communities: among them the maintenance of courtyards and public spaces, the lack of

communal  spaces for  gathering and for  micro-entrepreneurial  activities  (e.g.  craft)  (Comune di  Milano,

2004: 63). 

After more than ten years since the start of the scheme, its implementation is still low (40%) (Comune di

Milano, 2017) and the whole area has been facing rising social and economic challenges. The latter are

linked to the financial downturn and its implications for low-income population; the lack of public spending

on services; the population aging and particularly those living in social housing; and the increasing presence

of immigrants, including those illegally living in town. 

The impact of  these dynamics on the neighbourhood and especially  on low-income and disadvantaged

tenants  is  huge,  and  linked  to  ‘right  to  the  city’  (Lefebvre  2003)  aspirations.  Through  interviews  with

representatives from the tenants’ union (Comitato Inquilini Molise Calvairate Pont2), and a participatory

workshop with volunteering tenants that included open questions, questionnaires and cognitive mapping,

there  is  evidence most  of  the  issues  recognised  by the  initial  survey  are  still  present,  even if  some

achievements are recognised on housing units and communal spaces. 

1 962 questionnaires were collected out of 2717 housing units, with a participation rate of 35.4%.
2 The tenants’ union is a non-profit organisation. Led by Ms. Franca Caffa, it brings forward the instances of social 
housing tenants. It expresses ‘right to the city’ aspirations, by spotting the inadequacy of the public administration in 
dealing with social issues, and at the same time self-organises and supports various group of tenants (immigrants, 
elderly, un-employed, most disadvantaged). 

http://www.cdqmolisecalvairate.com/il-quartiere


Part of the positives are referred to the role of the tenants’ union: it regularly gathers in a community space,

and  has  an open  door  policy  so  tenants  can  get  in  touch with  their  representatives.  It  also organises

language classes for immigrant children and other social activities. However, housing estates maintenance is

not  sufficient  yet,  and issues  in  terms  of  squatting,  safety  and lack  of  social  cohesion are  consistently

reported. 

While  the  original  survey  delivered  in  2004  focused  mainly  on  housing  units  and  estates,  and  their

immediate surroundings including public spaces and services (library, communal space), this papers aims at

understanding  which  urban  spaces  the  tenants  uses  most  and  which  are  their  needs  at  the

neighbourhood/city scale. This is achieved by including, for example, both public and private services and a

full range of activities including leisure in the questionnaire and in the open questions.

In  terms  of  urban  infrastructures  and  services,  tenants  appreciate  the  quality  of  public  mobility  and

connections to the town centre, the presence of green areas and communal orchards at walking distance,

and the weekly street market. A few go to cinemas and museums or cultural centres, even if these are not

within the neighbourhood. 

So, to  what  extent  the  recent  art  and  cultural  led  bottom  up  initiatives  have  been  recognized  or

acknowledged by local communities? 

A significant number of tenants are actively involved in activities delivered by the union, but among those

interviewed none is active with other NPOs and other cultural or creative activities in general. For example,

the tenants’ union (through their representatives) was involved only three times in the activities organised

by Macao, and they feel the role of the union was not significant for the events and there has been no

significant outcomes (Caffa, 2017). 

Some tenants’ volunteered to run a cognitive mapping exercise, consisting in drawing the urban form and

functions in the neighbourhood, followed by the identification of regularly visited places and walked routes

on a city map provided by the interviewers. The first  is able to report which are the most significantly

perceived buildings and spaces in the neighbourhood (Lynch, 1966), as well as contributing to define which

are the spatial edges of the everyday experience. During the workshop, the participants have been invited

to  take  part  in  two  main  activities:  first,  they  have  been  asked  to  sketch  the  ‘cognitive  map’  of  the

neighbourhood, where the urban space resulted distorted according to the individual perception. Inspired

by Robinson’s exercise (1981), the process of developing a cognitive image served to develop the ability to

gain a spatial understanding of the place and reflect on the meaning that the individuals associated to that

place (Bertolino, 2017). The cognitive images varied from person to person and were shaped heavily by past

experiences, personal perceptions and their everyday lives: ‘Cognitive mapping is a process of a series of

psychological  transformations  by  which an individual  acquires,  stores,  recalls,  and decodes information

about the relative locations and attributes of the phenomena in his everyday spatial environment’ (Downs

and Stea, 1977:7). 



Even if the sample is too small to draw definite answers, the outcomes are consistent in showing the Molise

Calvairate  neighbourhood  as  a  quite  enclosed  space  around  the  housing  estates.  The  area  that  is

represented includes one or more squares, some public spaces and the main park. The detailed mapping

shows the  relevance  of  public  parks  and  gardens,  of  local  transport  stations  (bus)  and  of  local  shops

(supermarket, market square, pharmacy). 

***

Figure 3. Cognitive mapping of activities and places regularly visited by the tenants. Source: Authors’ original work, 2017.

Therefore, we recognise a gap in between the newly established neighbourhood-based offer of cultural

and  creative  practices  and  the  local  community,  which  mainly  consists  of  low-income  tenants  and

immigrants. The gap is  bidirectional:  cultural  providers  does not  fully  engage with  NPOs including the

tenants’  union  (Braga,  2017),  while  these  do  not  recognise  the  value  and  the  importance  of  recently

established bottom-up initiatives for cultural peer production (Caffa, 2017). The official network established

by  the  public  administration  through  its  funded  scheme  (Neighbourhood  Contract)  matches  with  this

picture as the mapping of social spaces is uncomplete.

The cognitive mapping shows how the spatial dimension and range of dwellers is often limited by various

reasons, and includes only basic services and some public spaces. The former slaughterhouse buildings are

not even included in the range of places recognised by the tenants, and so the cultural production is not

fully  acknowledged.  Therefore, we recognise how the activities hosted by Macao do not fit with those

reclaimed by ‘right to the city’ agencies as the tenants’ union. 

Site-specific commoning and governance for cultural peer production

We recognise how urban transformations interpreted through the lens of commons (Stavrides, 2014, 2016;

Ramos,  2016)  reveal  the  role  of  social  practices  in  modifying  the  spatial  dimension  of  the  city.  This

connection underpins the potential for further investigating commons, and related practices of commoning,

through or in relationship with disciplines including architecture, urban design and planning (Müller, 2015).

In this respect we acknowledge that Macao has implemented practices of commoning in different places

(D’Ovidio and Cossu, 2016), by reclaiming vacant buildings for the benefit of a wider urban community. 

However, the five years period spent into the former slaughterhouse show specific commoning features

that need to be further analysed. In fact, the social movement found for the very first time a physical place

in which to gather on a daily basis (even if the squatting was not for housing purposes) and significantly

increase the volume of events as well as the quantity of people involved. This circumstance challenged the

existing organisation and governance of the movement (Lefebvre, 2003) as it had to manage on a long-term



basis an asset in need of maintenance and care, and the core group of activists find themselves ‘surrounded

by many new people who simply did not know each other’ (Braga, 2017). 

This unexpected condition reveals the opportunity of analysing Macao in the former slaughterhouse from

two different perspectives: one is referred to the physical environment (as a site-specific urban common),

while the other is rather focused on the community and the local and activities organised within the space

(trans-local practices of commoning). This matches with the intended original aims of the movement that

are ‘reclaiming the importance of workers in the creative sector, and the fight against real estate power’

(Braga, 2017), and reinstate one of the mottos created after the Galfa Tower eviction stating that ‘Macao is

not simply a space’.

With reference to the physical space, the former slaughterhouse exchange building is as an un-complete

form of site-specific urban common. The resource (Ostrom, 1990) of this urban common is defined as a

building  (non-renewable)  with  physical  boundaries:  the  entrance  is  the  threshold;  the  inside  and  the

outside are clearly identifiable (Stavrides, 2016). Moreover, the community is a ‘self-defined social group’

(Harvey, 2012). 

However, the spatial governance is not clearly stated, and this poses challenges in terms of access and

definition of  the community  and its  members  (Delsante  and Bertolino,  2017).  As  a matter  of  fact  the

activists  restricted the access  to  the building to  avoid un-expected evictions in  light  of  the continuous

frictions with the property and the city council: by doing that, the access is limited to members showing

limitations in terms of excludability and competition over the use of resources (Bollier, 2012). Communities

define for themselves the set of rules through which they access and use space (De Angelis, 2010), and

Macao has an open door policy during the weekly assembly and hosted a number of residency programmes

with external partners and stakeholders. However, the set of rules of the urban common are not published

and accessible to the wider public: it is not clear who owns the rule-making rights, and if those affected by

the rules can participate in modifying the rules (Ostrom, 1990).

On the other hand, the social movement has established a specific governance to support, manage and

sustain  forms  of  cultural  peer  production  in  the  former  slaughterhouse.  The  core  principles  of  the

governance are: share the profit, socialising the cost, promote interactions, open governance and access to

the means of production. These are translated into practice through two schemes, one dealing with the

open assembly mechanism while the other is focused on the management of peer production.

As a matter of fact, Macao is intended as a ‘decentralised autonomous organisation based on a political

assembly’ (Braga, 2017) called weekly (usually on Tuesdays) and based on an open door policy. Moreover,

the recently established ‘ComeIn’ initiative allows members and externals to propose the organisation of

events and activities in the spaces of the former SEB. The assembly discusses and votes on each proposal,

and decides how to better manage and/or produce each project. 



The assembly scheme does not vote on any members’ rights but rather manages forms of peer production:

how to share resources, including use of space, technical infrastructures and human resources, in light of

the  support  that  Macao’s  core  members  group  provide  to  the  whole  project.  The  ComeIn  initative

demonstrate  the  will  of  engaging  at  a  trans  local  scale:  creative  activities  and  cultural  events  can  be

proposed  by  Macao’s  activists  as  well  as  by  others  (individuals,  non  for  profit  organisations,  private

companies).

Fig. 4 Open assembly scheme, and ComeIn projects management

Source: Authors’ original work, based on information gathered from Braga, 2017

Once the assembly approves a project, it comes through with a specific governance for peer production.

The governance model is  horizontal and based on three interlaced tools:  sharing means of production,

organisation and management, solidarity fund for mutual aid. 

A project can be entirely developed by Macao’s members, or can be peer-produced with others. In terms of

sharing means of production these are meant to be the physical space, the web space and the technical

infrastructures. Most of these projects take place in the SEB that acts as a common (Delsante et al. 2017),

but they can also take place in other places in town so it is trans local in principle. The organisation and

management  of  each  project  is  usually  shared  in  between  peers,  and  various  options  are  available

(including the case the organisation is entirely on the project promoters). Macao aims at sharing the profits,

that  are  then  redistributed  to  those  that  actively  engage  with  Macao  and  projects’  organisation,

independently from the time committed to one individual project. This is a form of minimum wage and it is

paid in Bitcoins so that members can easily reinvest into Macao. 



Fig. 5 Macao’s peer production governance.

Source: Authors’ original work, based on information gathered from Braga, 2017

The SEB as an urban common lacks of adequate membership rules and governance, and this circumstance

may affect the relationship with the local community. However, Macao has defined a specific governance

for cultural peer production, that allows local and trans local practices of commoning. As the governance

is open and horizontal, the community that contributes to cultural peer production is malleable, and

varies over time.

Macao as agency for trans local cultural peer production 

We now aim at better grasping the scale (local or trans local) and provenance of interactions (audience and

peers) related to SEB based events. 

As  Macao promotes  its  events  primarily  via  webpage  and  the  Facebook  group,  we  run  an  open  data

collection. It looks at events over a period of four years (2012-2016), and witnesses the increase of on-line

interactions and participation in events. The number of people willing to attend the events, for example, is

rising significantly and consistently over the period of time. 

This  piece of information is  linked with the transition of Macao from being nomadic to its  consequent

settlement  in  the SEB,  and its  increasing  agenda of  events.  Moreover,  it  is  consistent  with  the lack of

progresses in the interaction with local community (Braga 2017; Caffa 2017). We can assume Macao has

been increasingly  targeting a trans local  and city  wide audience,  rather  than focusing on locally  based

and/or community driven forms of participation. 



Fig. 6. Number of participants to Macao’s events, from June 2012 to February 2016. Source: Haddadian and Bertolino, 2016

 

Furthermore, we aim at better understanding the scale and provenance of peer production by mapping

where the peers (agencies) are based in town. We performed an open data collection that demonstrate

how the agencies are usually based outside the neighbourhood, within the city boundaries and well beyond

them. Macao, thanks to its governance for cultural peer production, attract more trans local peers than

locally based ones. 

***

Fig. 7. Mapping peers at different scales (neighbourhood, city, beyond)

We can conclude that Macao, through its open and horizontal forms of governance, can accommodate

local and trans local audiences and peers. However, there is evidence the focus has been increasingly set

on trans local audiences and peers.

Conclusions 

The paper has sought to deepen understanding of how Macao’s governance enables forms of cultural peer

production. Functional to the investigation is the better understanding of the grade of interaction and the

mutual relationship with local community.

Given a critical perspective on real estate driven urban transformations, we recognise Macao has spotted

the incapacity of the public administration in re-using vacant spaces and areas in town. Moreover, since

2012 changes in local governance and policies have enabled bottom up initiatives and temporary agencies. 

However,  we acknowledge a  gap  between the  newly  established cultural  and  creative  agencies  in  the

neighbourhood  and  local  community  driven  agencies,  including  those  focused  on  ‘right  to  the  city’

aspirations as the Comitato Inquilini Molise Calvairate. 



Looking  at  Macao and  beyond,  various  reasons  underpin  this  circumstance.  These  include  the  lack  of

adequate rules and governance of the former SEB as an urban common, the different agendas driven by

locally based agencies, and the lack of an inclusive network for peer production set at neighbourhood level. 

The mapping of  spatial  practices confirms that Macao adequately support  forms of  peer production in

space. Moreover, Macao has defined a specific form of governance for cultural peer production. As this is

open and horizontal, the community that engages with it is malleable, and reflect the original feature of

Macao being a trans local agency.

As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  cross-reading  of  consumption/production  spaces  with  attendees/peers-led

initiatives suggests the capability to reach a city wide audience. By recognising the trans local focus of

cultural peer production in Macao, we aim at providing better interpretation of its contradictions (D’Ovidio

and Cossu, 2016). 

Further investigations of this kind and comparative studies may represent a way forward to fruitful research

of the mutual relationship between commoning practices, cultural peer production and forms of alternative

urbanisation in cities.
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